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With designer Malcolm Tennant selling more than 100 plans, there are ob.
viously scores of GBEs still giving ex-

burner cooker. Storage is limited

hilaiating service around New Zea-

berths.

land, Australia and the Pacific.
But now, nearly 20 years since this

significant design lifted
name

to multihull

it

The most striking new deck feature
is the extended outboard pod which, in
this new design, runs from the main
beam to the aft beam. As well as horlsing the Evinrude 9.9hp long shaft out-

is

pleasing to hear that the class is poised
to spring back to life with a vengeance.

The main catalyst for the renewed
gronth has come from New Caledonia's world{eading Hobie fleet,

whose skippers,

in getting a

-

Deck

Tennant's

prominence,

-

not encouraged on such a performance
sailboat
beneath each of the four

little

older, are looking for bigger toys.

QBE Mk 3 is the first of an initial

half-dozen expected to be shipped to
Noumea. With just a few days to go to
the ships departure, the Boating tesl
team arranges to meer builder Richard
Pilkington and longtime crew member
Jim Roskvist at Auckland's Westhaven
Marina.
Even from the marina, it is clear that
this is a new look GBE. The Mark 3 is
readily distinguished by a number of

from the

new features

vertical

- on stern brackets to
rudders mounted
the 300mm extra beam and the fuller
bows. As well, there is a 500mm taller
rig, a longer, roomier centre pod for
stowage and a roomier interior.
The original Great Barrier Express
was designed in 1972 with the express
purPose, as the name would suggest,
of commuting at speed from Auckland
to Pilkington's section on Great Barrier

Island, 50 nautical miles out in the
Hauraki Gulf.
Since then the GBE has created its
cnrn slice of nautical historv around the
Pacific, sailing at indeceni speeds and

creating for its occupants sensations
previously unexperienced (not a reference to the legendary nocturnal tramp-

oline activities boasted about by

so

many GBE owners).

ln

A cosy little cockpit for two
ently at hand.

7974, Excalibur, sailed by David

Knaggs, broke the New Zealand measured half mile sailing record by achieving 21.5 knots off"Auckland's Point

Chevalier Beach. Other owners have
reported speeds of up to 27 knots.
After our test
we believe them!

-

We begin the day with a thorough

dockside-inspection of the new catamaran
the first to be visited being
the left-hand
one.
Accommodation

Climbing down from the cosy two-

person cockpit, the companionway

step is onto the lread

of the quarter-

berth. Ahead of us is a long narrow
tunnel. Fiystly, we encounter a folddown chart table to port capable of

-

with all controls conveni-

fluorescent overhead provides ample
night illumination.
Just for'ard of this is the imposing
centrecase. running from cabin sole to
deckhead, and alongside

this is

the

switch panel that controls the yacht's
very simple electrics.

Through the main bulkhead is the
port hulls second single berth.
The interior is very clean and simple

and very well finished. There

-non-skid underfoot,

is

the luxury of Fro-

ntrunner synthetic carpet on the deckhead with the remaining surfaces
smartly finished in white lacquer.
Strolling across to "the other boat"
we discover an almost identical layout
although instead of a navigation sta-tion there is provision for a small two-

The extended central pod
fiouses the outboatd and
halyail tails and thereb a sepante bin for safety and cruising gear.

handlins a folded chari. Handilv oosi-

tioned

is the Uniden VHF Jtrile a

PILKINGTON BOATS LTD
Builders of: Great Barrier
Express Mklll
Turlssimo 9
One off large
Repairs and Maintenance
Specialist Gelcoat repairs
Catamaran Builders for 20 years

Phone/Fax (09) 416€469
Btilder

N&ad

Pilkington &rrunstrates the fold-out clrarl

31 Puriri Rd, WhenuaPai.

table.
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Another new aspect with the Mark 3
is the use of different trampoline mat-

erials tbr'ard and aft. For'ard of the
is ihe well-proven Fabloc mesh
while ne aft tramp is of sheet PVC,
mast

painreo lith a non-skid.
The uss .rf PVC not only gives a surprisingly firm and sure-footed surface
to work on but also eliminates spray
from the Jolphin striker and outboard
pod.

The t{onstan mainsheet travellei
runs fuii-width across rhe aft beam.
the 6 ro purchase being cleated in

either e ockpit using

a Maxwell

14

single specd winch and servo cleat.
The No 3 genoa sheets to the main

crossbeam. then aft through the No 1'

B,

Flin9 ahuil is largely for the camua
quickest means of sailing upwind.
block on the secondary beam and a
double foot block on the rear beam before running up to the windward
cockpit.

in the
poft hull sh(Ning the two
For'ard and aft view

single berths.

The gennaker sheets,

board and fuel tank, the pod has a separate compartmedt for'ard to house

halyard tails and the battery. Mean-

while at the aft end of the pod there is
another compartment for life bu(ryl
sheet/cruising gear stowage.

STABTECH
cEllERAnoilil
A "Startech" has "Unequalled" Vertical and

horizontal "Fairness"

\ \\\
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meanwhile,

run drrectly onto the rear beam and are
again cross-sheeted so they can .be
worked from the windward cockprt.
The tack iine tbr the gennaker and the
jib cunningham run aft to the port
cockpit.
The primary winches, Maxwell 22
two-speed self-tailers, are mounted on
the for'ard inboard cockpit coaming.

-

this not being the

The centreboard up-down controls
are cleated just for'ard of each cockpit
on the cabin side
a vast impror!/e- handle adjustment on the old spade
ment system. All sheets are handled
by tail bags the length of the cockpit
eliminating tangles and underfoot
mess.

The mast is a Fosters section supported by only three stays. The mast also
features a set of diamonds to support
its middle section and a pair of masthead stays for support when the masthead gennaker is set.

BLUEFIN
THE ULTIMATE IN ALUMINIUM BOATS

sroPPRESs!
STARTECH WINSTHE
woRLD 2 rON CHAMPS

oN LA RoucE
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The "startech Generation ll" is now available Jnlike the lirst generation of
Startech spinnaker's it has only the "One" holzontal joining seam. This has
''Six maior advantages.
2. Reduced seam slippage.
1. Enhanced burst strength.
4. Greater vertical fairness.
3. More consistency in assemoly.
6. Superior shape stability.
5. Superior thread alignment.
This provides:
(B) A longer shape life.
(A) A wider efficient wind range.
(D) Better initial stability.
(C) Lighter, more durable
construction.
(E) Superior performance.
The Startech is fully "Mould" cut. This originates from the three dimensional
mathematical mould in the compuler used to design the sail. Traditionally
"Mould cut" sails have been dificult to produce. Through the use of
"sailmaker"'our 3D C.A.D. system and latest vacuum bed plotcutter Lidgard's
can achieve exacl panel alignment and shape position which has been a major
obstacle to the manufacture ol this unique spinnaker design.
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Bluefin boats are built from high tensile marine grade plate
aluminium, fully welded construction (4mm or Smm bottoms)
that offer lighfress, durability and economical performance
that only aluminium can give, boasting incredible stability, the
driest posible ride and the highest standard of finish.

BLI.JEFII{ BOATS NZ LTI)
PO Box 24 Silverdale, Auckland. Ph: (0942) 59158

Fax (0942) 65513. A/H HBC 66614 or HBC 47305

team off his feet. The GBE III quickly
hits 16 knots which forces the rapid reimoval of the gennaker as we have
chased the apparent wind so far for'ard
that further progress is about to be impeded by Devonport Wharf. Handling
the gennaker on a boat of this size is i
real breeze. easily handled by a crew

tiiix .:i:i,,.:i

of three.

The jib rehoisted, a course is set for
North Head. Gybing around this land-

mark proves less fuss than tacking the
average keeler.

With the plan being to run the catamaran up on Takapuna Beach for

lunch, there lies ahead a poverful twosail reach in flat water.
This is one of the most exhilarating
legs-_of the tesr. the yacht hirting anii
holding 18 knots for prolonged bursts.
At this speed the helm iesponse is
-.
fingertip. the leeward bov thrdrving up

sheets_of spray while small whispers of
-easv
wake hiss from the rudders. So
is
the passage through the water that it is
easy.to underestimate the speed until
we check the log.

One joy of multihull ornership is
underscored as we mn the GBE ge:ntly
onto Thkapuna Beach for lunch. Another advantage is quickly realised as
we lounge out on the trampoline to
enjoy the Spring sun.

Blasting at speed along thc
of Auckland s North

coitst
Shorc.

The gennaker prod is permanently
mounted to the fore beam
l8-footer
style
loosely supported -by two wire
stays to the bows.

An appreciated ease-of-handling

feature is the boom, set up with lazyjacks, which also double as topping lifts
when the mainsail is dropped.
The outhaul on the boom is not the

conventional slide and car arrange-

mcnt but simply a webbing strop

shackled around the boom
the same
- the mainarrangement being used for
sheet attachment.
The two reef lines run internally to
the front of the boom and are handled

by another Maxwell 14 single

speed

winch.

With the crew itching to harness the
increasing southwesterly, we are treated to a demonstration of the manoeuvrability of the yacht
courtesy of
its new rudder system -by sailing off
the marina.
Sailing

Under mainsail, easily hoisted with
the 2 to 1 reduction halyard with a
cunningham for luff tension, the GBE
III picks her way easily through the
moored yachts at Wcsthaven.
Once out onto the Waitemata, the

jib is hoisted and the GBE

SA!.ES A1{D SERVICE WORLD WIDE

demo-

nstrates an acceleration which becomes

more and more dramatic throughout

ENOUIRIES

the day.

MMWELLMARINE

with the wind initially blowing

at

just 8-10 knots, the GBE achieves 1011 knots, having shifted the apparent
wind from 90 degrees to around 30.
After a rapid ride from Westhaven to
Compass Dolphin, we prematurely
hoist the sennaker. With the l0-knot

wind weli aft the yacht

accelerates

spectacularly, throwing one of the test

NEWZEALAND
P.O. BOX 1OO7O3 NORTHSHORE MAIL CENTRE

wlNCH SHOP,65 VIEW RD, GLENFIELD
TELEPHONE 444-7396, FAx 41,t-0090

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM
LEADING CHANDLERS

TAXWELT
80AIB,IO

!{Z
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The GDE experience
gusts hit.

-

awesome accelerutiofi when the

The return upwrnd sail fully tesis the
efficiency of the Mark 3i riE. At 9 to
10 knots on the wind we fly-the windward hull well clear of th-e water
strictly for photographic purposes -as
this is definiiely nlt ihe fdsteit way to
sail to windwarl
Tacking is not the chore it was on
older ge-neration muttihulls
the
- easily
GBE fllcking around almost as
'
as a keelboat]
By now the breeze has lifted to 20
knois, ideal for demonstrating the per'the

of the yacht b6fore
Boating cameras. For those on
formance

the

chase 5oat. this yacht requires fast reflexes to ensure the cameras keep up
with the fast-accelerating action.

FLEXBLE LIEUID TANKS
STANDARD SIZES OR CUSTOM MADE

AGREATWAYTO UIILISE UNUSED SPACE

LIFE RAFT STATION
MOT APPROVED

SALESANDSERVICE
[4IISUBISHI
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the same:noulds as the orlginal.fib
glass GB_E 15 years ago, the-only.c
ference being the reshaping of the b
by spreading the moulds 25mm.
yacht _was built by Pilkington
- Thegr-ary
3Q0
Ultimat glass cloth eitl

side of 6mm divinycell. Timber a
foam rir-r8 frames and grid ta.ke t
loading from the centrecase and cro
beams.

The crossbeams are alloy tubing.
While the overall construction is I
high tech. it is also not high pricet
enjoys proven reliability..
The centreboards and rudders
fibreglass with a timber web inside.
Summary

On the "complicated and patentt
There is no doubt that aboard the
GBE the helmsman has the best seat Boating fun-and-performance-t
in the house. All the controls are dollar-spent formula, the GBE III l
readily to hand, the visibility is un- close to the red line.
To match the GBE's performa
rivalldd while the sheet trimm6r sitting

on the cosy gunwale ahead provides ai
effective slr-ay screen (nice-guy). Any
additional crew have the arduous task
of lounging on the trampoline.
On t-he subject
of deflecting spray.
-

figures on a.monohull would requirr
least twice the length and more than
tlmes the budget.

As the

photographs demonstr,

ideal
this is a real speed machine
the Boyd & McMaster- hini harbour and short coastal passag€s.
"dodgereties" prove very successful. The GBE is. easy to. .sail and e
ThE Ritchie' compass and the 0-40 after a brief outing. novices to the c
knot Midas analogue speedos are will quickly become proficient.
easily read from tf,e helh position. This is a yacht for those not wanl
Thes'e speedos are cross-linked so that a, floating gin palace
-it has
when flying ahull. the speed of the lee- showers, double berths, -enclosed tc
ward hirll-is displayed in the helms- compartment, fli.dges and freezers.
After al[, this is .a performa
man's windward iockpit.
Our test GBE Maik 3 was built in yacht, a sports car of the sea.
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